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10 years ago ...
Hardware problem
grounds network
during registration
A computer-
wiring problem
delayed the regis-
tration of about
1,000 freshmen last
month and slowed
down the campus
mainframe for days.
The malfunction
knocked out the
student registration
all day Monday,
Nov. 23, affecting
more than 120 stu-
dents an hour and
causing delays
throughout the
campus-wide com-
puter system.
5 years ago ...
BSU meets $12
million goal for
engineering
Boise State offi-
cials have raised $6
million to match a
challenge grant
from Micron
Technology, "one
year, two months
and 10days ahead
of schedule," said
President Charles
Ruch.
The company
said last year that it
would donate $6
million to BSU's
school of engineer-
ing if the university
raised a similar
amount within three
years.
1 year ago ...
SUB expansion
fee may indirectly
fund faculty
Administrators
who promised stu-
dents an expanded
Student Union with
a $25 fee increase
now plan to use the
money to indirectly
pay faculty.
, The Executive
Budget Committee,
which met Friday,
unanimously rec-
ommended post-
poning the SUB
expansion and
placing the student
fees collected for it
into a new matricu-
lation fee to be
instituted next fall.
John Freemuth, political
.science, 2001; Russell
Centanni, biology, 2000;
Pam Gehrke,' nursing,
1999; Stephanie Witt,
By BSU News Services political science, 1998;'
Greg Raymond, political
The Carnegie science, 1994; and Tom
Foundation recently Trusky. English, 1993.
named Boise State histo- Trusky also earned the
ry . professor Todd award in 1990 and 1991.
Shallat the 2002 Idaho Shall at is known for
Professor of the Year for taking students outside
the Advancement of the classroom for a
Teaching. hands-on look at history.
Shallat has been By getting his students
teaching at Boise State out where they can see
since 1985.Winners from and feel the impact of
45 states and the District history, they learn to
of Columbia were select· . appreciate its ties to. the
ed from 422 faculty present.
members nominated by This also leads to fur-
colleges and universities ther thought: "A visit to
throughout the country. a desert homestead
Shallat is the seventh sparks debate over cattle
Boise State prof~ssor to. grazing; a tour of Idaho'$
win ,the prestigious territorial penitentiary.
'award in- tnepast 10 opens a . .teachable
years; Boise State claims . moment to talk about the
nine wins overall, history of _'prison
including . a five-ye,ar reform," he said. ", '..•../
shut-out. ' . Students, ·colleagues'·
Past recipients include See Professorpage :S"":' '{0i .
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ASBSUsenator wants dead week enlorced
go directly to the adminis-
tration," said Tong.
"If the faculty has a
vote on their penalty, it
will never go through.
Students do not get to
vote on penalties imposed
by the faculty. Why
should faculty get to vote
on penalties1 The penal-
ties should be imposed by
the administration."
Tong's current resolu-
tion pas~ed unanimously
in ASBSUSenate on Nov.
19 and will go on to
ASBSU President Chris
Mathias for signing.
Faculty Senate
President George Murgel
could not be reached for
comment.
Tong attempts to bypass Faculty
Senate, calls on administration
to establish penalties
'This resolution
should go
directly to the
administration.
If the faculty
has a vote on
their penalty, it
will never go
through. II
who do not follow the That resolution asked
dead week policy. for penalties, but did not
"There 1S no punish- specify what those penal-
ment for professors if they ties should be.
violate the policy, but a. However, all faculty-
bad grade because a stu- affecting legislation has to
there was a last-lecture dent had too much to go through the faculty'
policy in place, which learn in the last week senate. This means any
professors oIten don't fol- before a final exam stays penalties against faculty
low. with the student for the the studentsenate asks for
The last-lecture policy, rest of their lives. It could must approved by the fac-
according to Tong, states affect everything," Tong ultv senate.
that professors are not to said. Senator Tong's original
give new material during "There's no reason to legislation was tabled.
the last lecture hour of the have a dead week policy if and finally sent back to
semester, but should use professors don't have to her for revision on Nov. 5.
that hour for review, and follow it." The new resolution
to answer students' ques- ., . Tong said she attempt- does not specify the
tions. ed to introduce a similar penalties either, but does
Tong's resolution asks resolution in January, but ask that the resolution
the administration to after it was passed on to bypass a faculty senate
establish reasonable faculty senate, the legisla- ' , vote.
penalties for professors tion was stalled. "This resolution should
By Elizabeth Puckett
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ASBSUSenator Winnie
Tong introduced a new
resolution' Nov. 12 to
enforce the current dead
week policy.
According to current
policy, no test or examina-
tion can be given during
the last weekbefore finals,
with the exception of lab
work or homework sets
assigned during the previ-
ous week.
Tong also said that
Winnie Tong
ASBSU Senator
Refugee student
starts club to
improve dialogue
. 'I 'I
Yama Shefa was
among the first Afghan
refugees to end up in
Boise after first fleeing to
Pakistan to escape the
Taliban less than three
years ago.
Shefa and his family
landed in Boise' on July
26, 2000, following the
1996 Taliban takeover in
Afghanistan.
Now Shefa, a Boise
State freshman majoring
in electrical engineering,
is starting a support club
called the Afghan and
American Student
Association. Shefa said
the goal is to begin dia-
logue about being an
Afghan refugee' in the
US.
Following the dissolu-
tion of the Afghan army,
Shefa's father was dis-
missed from his position
as colonel. The Taliban
considered government
workers and educated
citizens a threat to the
new government, forc-
ing the family to hide.
They fled to Pakistan,
but Pakistani law did not
allow his father to seek
asylum. The family was
forced to seek protection
from the United Nations,
which relocated them to
the U.S. six months later.
Shefa and his family
lived with a sponsor in
Boise for about three
weeks until an organiza-
tion called World Relief
found an apartment for
g pond. journaltsilt;.si,_e~. )~kes.root in ··nt~
B "::~eruJol/ al communication. network for that Indy Media sites began to
eAt'ter. 7'11;, those opposed to globalization," POp-upacross the country and
IY II Orr said. overseas. To. date, there are 98
I aho has/Joined a rapidly Indy Media got its start in IndyMediasites internationally:
expandinginternationalnetworkof November1999 in Seattle during Orr said Idaho's. Indy.Media
undergroundjournalism,thanks in _the WTO protests,which put the site has' rapidly' grown since .its
_part to BoiseState Sociologypro- issueof globalizationon the radar inceptionin earlyNovem,ber.
fessorMartyOrr. screen for me : majority, of 'We've had over 100,000hits
Orr and other activistshave Americans. Hundreds of media in lessthen25 days,"he said.
set up an Idaho Independent activists converqed to create' a Orr addedthat the site is aver-
Media Center Web site, Web site and aprinted publication' aging approximately 100' new
which provides'a,forum to provideundergroundjournalism viewersdaily.
for .alternalive news coverage', of the conference, 'TheWeb site dependson citi~
, often .ignored or protestsand accompanyingpolice zensandactiviststo serveasjour~.
downplayed by reaction. ..., .. .'. nalists, embracingthe conceptof
,',com mer- . Orr llaid the first Indy Media'opel'f pubtishing,"'Which,aUows
., 'dill medla- ,site played an,important rol"J.i!l anyoneto provideinform\llion,"
"outlets." 'spreading' information that 'Was Contentis notcensoredbutOrr
, 'I MC being ignored by.themainstreani said articles posted must comply
seemsto media: with the Idaho IMC's mission
be . the ' "That stuff wasn't getting out, statement, Which banscommer~
glob- the media coverage [of ,WTO clal, duplicateandblankposts.
agli9n..~J,and the violent police. 'The site isa community
reactiontc'--a'non-violentprotest,' space,"Orr said. . ..
Orr said. ' , 'It was createdfor the purpos-
The Web site receivedover es of facilitating democracy.. ,
t5 million hits during the Commercialinterestsare already
course of jhe protests.The .well-representedin the media."
" conceptworkedsowell In' additioll, racist, sexist,
homophobicand I>Omographic
.poststhat contributenothing to'
the topic are hidden if a con-
, sensus IS reachedby \It least
.twoeditors;Thehiddenmateri-
" al canstill be'viewedbydicklng
the hidden page link on, the
site'shomepage.
'Even whenstuff is seenas
problematic,it's riol. removed,
it's just hidden,"Orr said. '.' .:
IdahoIndyMediawill holda'
meetingfor those Interested,in
participatingon Dec. 1t; The
meeting will beheld at the
KultureKlatchat 6:30 p.m.The.
site's address'. is
http://idaho.indymedia.org.
By Jessica Adams
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the family.
Prior to searching for
a job, Shefa took classes
~n English for three
months.
"We started from
zero," he said.
"It was hard for me
because my parents
couldn't speak any
English and I had to
translate for them, but
sometimes people could-
n't understand me
either" .
Shefa soon found
employment at Micron
as a production operator.
His father got a job at
Wal-Mart, and his moth-
er now works at the
thrift store, Savers.
Together, Shefa and
his parents earned
money to support their
eight-member family.
The others were in
school, and too young to
work.
Shefa said transporta-
tion to and from work
was the biggest chal-
lenge his family faced in
Boise because they bad.
only one car at first.
The family worked
and saved and· soon
bought another car.
Within a year, the family
saved enough money for
a down payment on a
house where they have
now lived for a little over
a year,
Shefa said life as a
refugee was difficult at
first, but better than liv-
ing under the Taliban.
"Life has changed,
See Club page 3...
Bronco athletics turns a profit
But recent
success may not
mean higher
e(,\rnings
Shallat honored as
top Idaho educator
By Casey Wyatt
The Arbiter -----
Awardmakes
five straight
for Boise State
Regular season foot-
ball came to a close with
BSU's 44-7 win over
Nevada on Nov. 23, and
with a bowl game brew-.
ing, there is little doubt
that the Broncos have
had a banner year.
Boasting high ratings
in two nationally-recog-
nized polls and two aII-
time attendance records,
some might speculate
that the team would be
doing a little better busi-
ness.
But Mike Waller, chief
financial officer of the
athletic department, said
it is difficult to deter"
mine additional revenue
the team might bring
home.
"There are over 70
different accounts in the
athletic department," he
Arbiter file photo.
The Bronco football team pulled thousands into the stands this season.
said. "It's· too hard to
determine what money
cOfIles from where
sometimes."
Waller is talking
about the difficulties in
addins up money
brOUght in from football
versus other programs.
He said because spon-
sorship money goes into
a general athletic fund
and sometimes through
the Bronco Athletic
Association, the finan-
cial office cannor assign
the income into different
accounts such as foot-
ball, basketball or vol-
leyball income.
However, Waller was
ab~e to say that football
and men's basketball
carry the school's athlet-
ic program. '
• ''They're the only two
sports that bring rev-
enueof any sizeable
amount. Football also
costs more than any
other sport, but if you
compare . profit vs.
expense, it still turns out
the same way."
The state covers only
about 16 percent of the
athletic department's
budget, all" of, which
must be used to, pay
coaching and ,adminis-
trative salaries.
Other sources of
See Football page 3...
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Study: Kids gain when
Mom's busy
HANOVER, N.H. - A
study co-authored by
Dartmouth College econom-
ics Professor Patricia
Anderson found that the
more-hours a child's mother
works outside the home, the
more likely it is that the child
will become overweight.
Working with Kristin
Butcher ,of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Chicago and
economics Professor Phillip
Levine of Wellesley College,
Anderson's study - entitled
"Maternal Employment and
Overweight Children" - dis-
covered that a mother's time
constraint increases the prob-
ability of her children becom-
ing overweight.
Levine said maternal
employment is only "one fac-
tor in the increase of child-
hood overweight" and "does
not explain most of the
trend" in overweight chil-
dren.
Their research found that
increasing levels of maternal
employment between 1975
and 1999 can explain 6 to 11
percent of the ~rowth in
Childhood overweight.
Levine explained that
their research was motivated
by recent media attention
alluding to a link between
working mothers and over-
weight children.
South
U. Florida law students
hold pig-kissing event
GAINESVILLE, Fla. - In
an effort to solicit canned
foods for needy families, the
Black Law Students
Association and John
Marshall Bar Association are
hosting a professor "kiss-the-
pig" charity event
Wednesday.
"It's an effort to help
donate food to the needy and
hungry during the holiday.
season, and we do that by
giving students the opportu-
nity to embarrass their pro-
fessors," JMBA President
Chris Hand said.
Although the BLSA and
JMBA have been collecting
canned food donations for
the past three weeks, the
groups' traditionally boost
their contributions by asking
students to donate in the
name of a faculty member.
Students place their dona-
tions in a box labeled with
the respective professor's
name and picture.
]MBA.members weigh the
canned food contributions,
and the professor with the
most weight has to pucker
up.
Midwest
Harvard Law considers
speech policy
ANN ARBOR, Mich. -
First Amendment arguments
abound at Harvard Law
School, but the law school's
administration is currently
considering a policy that
would limit offensive and
discriminatory speech.
Traditionally, Harvard
has maintained a strong
advocacy for free speech.
Lately, a series of racially
charged incidents speared
the formation of a dean's
committee on diversity. This
committee in turn formed
two separate committees,
one exploring multicultural
affairs and one evaluating
harassment policies.
The discriminatory inci-
dences include a professor's
repeated use of offensive lan-
guage during a lecture, an
anonymous mailing sent to
all law students including
anti-Semitic language and
the online posting of a stu-
dent's outline containing
racial slurs.
Joshua Bloodworth, presi-
dent of Harvard's Black Law
Students Association and a
third-year law student, said
FfX1D IJy CJu;k 1<IJmedy/KRT
WASHINGTON DC-President Bush signed legislation Wednesday creating a new inde-
pendent conunission to inyestigatethe Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, and named former .,
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, left, to lead the panel. ~,;:.)
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MILWA.UKEE
Hundreds' of students, com..
munity members and citi-
zens of every color protested
a white supremacist rally' of
about 45 members of the Ku
KltixKlanand other groups
in downtown Milwaukee on
Nov. 23. '
Minneapolis' National'
Socialist Movement, The
World Church of the Creator
from Peoria, Ill. and
Kl\insmen. from central
Wisconsin'spoke from a buH-
homfor about two hours in
front .of the Federal
Courthouse.
The counter-protesters
packed the block between
North Jefferson and North
Jackson streets, drowning
out the speakers with drums,
noisemakers, stereos and
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·you the "highlighted" text, extracted directly from your textbook.
• Never highlight a textbook again!
• Your textbook notes are online.
• Variety of interactive self-testing formats .
• Answer keys tied directly to the book.
• Gain the edge, get the grade!
SEATTLE - Last year,
some 231 Seattle Pacific
University student-volun-
teers were recruited to take
an eight-page survey
designed to assess the sleep
•
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Football from page 1...occurred sometime after the
afternoon of Nov. 20 while
the victim's vehicle was
parked in the Chaffee Hall
parking lot. There are no wit-
nesses and no suspect infer-
mation.
Sp.m.
A wallet was reRQrted lost
and not returne(N'to the
owner at the library.
Friday, Nov. 22
7:10a.m.
filed. The incident occurred
sometime between Nov. 22
and Nov: 23 at the Raptor
Center, 970 Lusk. A back-
pack was stolen out of room
118 and a secured locker was
.entered, but no items had
been removed from the lock-
er.
Campus----
Crime
Nov. 21-Nov. 26
Thursday, Nov. 21
10:30 a.m,
Sp.m.
A bike was reported
stolen from Chaffee Hall, the
second bike in approximate-
ly one week to be taken from
a bike rack on the north side
of the dorm. Chains and ~ad-
locks secured the bike. The
chains were cut and one
chain was located on the
Greenbelt. There are no sus-
pects.
Tuesday, Nov. 26
9 a.m,
A vehicle vandalism
report was filed. The victim's
vehicle was parked by the
Special Events Center and a
rock had been thrown
through the window.
Monday, Nov. 2S
10:lS a.m.
A vandalism report was
- filed after a broken stairwell
window was discovered at
Chaffee Hall. The window
was broken sometime
between 5 p.m. on Nov. 25
and 8 a.m. on Nov. 26. There
are no suspects.
A guitar was reported
stolen from the Kinesiology
Building, room 109. There
are no suspects.
11:30 am.
A hit-and-run accident
was reported. The accident
A burglary report was
Club from page 1...
and it's pretty much com-
fortable now," he said.
"1 never thought I'd be
going to college."
Shefa said he wants
Afghan and American stu-
dents to unite in support of
peace and "one big commu-
nity." He said his club's goal
is to support and maintain
the Afghan culture he
remembers, while becoming
accustomed to American
culture.
"1 want people to know
that the Taliban isn't all
Afghan, it comes from a lot
of places. SOIl)-eof them are
Afghan, but they are not
really Afghan," Shefa said.
"Afghanistan was a very
good country, and its cul-
ture and history are 'very
deep."
According to Shefa, Boise
is not a bad place to. be a
refugee. He said there have
been a significant number of
Afghan refugees moving to
Boise after Sept. 11.
"Before Sept. 11, people
would ask where I was from
and I would say,
,Afghanistan,' and they
would be like, 'Where is
that?"
Shefa said Boise is a good
location for refugees
because it's easy to adapt to
the culture.
"If you lived in
California, you would get
influence from a lot of dif-
ferent cultures, and it would
be harder to learn America's
expectations," he said.
For more information on
how to get involved in
Boise's refugee community,
contact Shefa at 322-0453.
One man gets crash course in women
By Michael Vitez
Knight Ridder Newspapers --
PHILADELPHIA - Soren
Begley never had much to do
with girls until he enrolled at
Harcum College in Bryn
Mawr, with 500 female stu-
dents and just 30 males.
And became a resident
adviser on a hall with 16
women.
Soren and his sweet 16.
He watches the Eagles
alone. But what he has learned
about women!
One: "They eat up the toilet
paper." On his hall, every four
women share one bathroom,
and each bathroom is allotted
two rolls per week. It is Soren's
job to ration TP, and two rolls
is not enough. "ll'ust want to
know where it a I goes," he
said, mystified.
Two: "I began to see very
clearly the difference between
a good woman and a bad
woman," he said. A good
woman is sweet, understand-
ing, fair, "kind of like a mom,"
Soren said. "She knows she
can trust me, that I'm not a
player. A bad gir] has attitude,
and she's a gossip."
Three: Women can be cun-
. ning. "They know how to get
what. they want," he Said,
"especially from a guy."
For instance, if a toilet or
drain gets clogged, or ceiling
lightbulb needs replacing, or a
wmdow gets stuck, Soren gets
sweet-talked into making the
repairs.
Not that he minds. In fact,
one woman on his floor kept
asking him to fix things until
he finally figured out slie had a
crush on him.
"He's a chick magnet,"
teased Shelisa Waller, 19, of
Coatesville. "He just won't
admit it."
Soren is good-looking and
fit. He takes a class in wa1king.
He often skips meals in tne
dorm cafeteria in favor of a
chocolate protein drink.
Women have slipped love
notes under his door.But babe
magnetism is new to him.
He was a loner at William
Penn High School in
Philadelphia, where he gradu-
ated in 1999.After two years of
living at home in West
Philadelphia (where he has
two little sisters), and attend-
ing ..community college, he
enrolled at Harcum last fall.
Harcum, one of the area's
oldest two-year private col-
leges, began accepting men in
the 1980s. The ratio IS still 15
Soren Begley, resident advisor at Harcum College in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania,
finishes his desert while waiting for a dorm meeting with Stacy Fuerman, Miriam
'I'artack, and Emily Lutz.
women for every man.
"1 came here, it was like an
explosion," Soren said.
"Suddenly all these girls
knew me."
Still, Soren says, he's been
taking it slow ~Ith the ladies,
espeCiallyon his hall. One girl,
for instance, really liked Iiim,
Then he busted her for having
candles, which is against dorm
rules.
"She thought I was her
friend, that l'd watch her
back," he said. "But I have
responsibilities.
'My romantic life is like it's
on hold," Soren said.
"It's hard to explain. I think
as time goes on I will ease my
way into one relationship, with
nobody knowing about It."
Soren is 21. He's known he
wanted to work with animals
ever since high school. At com-
munitv college, a teacher told
him about the veterinary-tech-
nician program at Harcum. He
should fimsh in January 2004
with an associate degree.
Right now, his classes
include anatomy and physiolo-
gy of domestic animals, gener-
al chemistry and surgery and
radiology.
"I'm"kindof struggling with
anatomy and phySIOlogy,"he
said. "I get C grades. I nave a B
in surgery and radiology:'
Now that he's been an RA
his floor. All of the other RAs
at Harcum are women; only'
women have been RAs until
this year.
The female RAs, of course,
think that women on Soren's
floor really come to them with
female-type problems, but
they're glad to have Soren
. around, especially late at night.
"The boy,friendswill step all
over us," said Rebecca
Wagner, another RA. "So we
call'him to stand behind us, to
look intimidating."
As an RA, Soren receives a
discount of $1,700on his annu-
al housing bill, and a stipend
of $200 a month, He also gets
his own room and bathroom.
, "I love it," he said. "An.the
time, I love it. The good, bad
and ugly here, I love it all."
There was a knock at his
door - an RA from down-
stairs.
"You have TP?" she asked.
"Why,?" he responded with
alarm. ' I only have six."
"Just let me have two rolls,"
she pleaded.
"There's no TP down-
stairs?" Soren asked incredu-
lously.
"No," she insisted.
. He handed over two rolls.
for three months, Soren says
the school work is more of a
challenge than life with
women.
The night I was there,
Monday, the hall seemed
about as rowdy as a public
library. A couple of times
Soren had to tell young
women to turn their music
down. Two of them asked his
advice on redecorating their
room (he told them how to
arrange their furniture) - and
they actually listened!
Another told him how she
.had forgotten about her 11lUn-
-.dry for two weeks and left it in
a dorm dryer. "They just threw
it on a table and left it alone,"
she told Soren. "They didn't
even steal my Gap sweats."
Soren wasn't surprised that a
student could forget about her
laundry for two wee~~.:
Things don't faze-him much
anymore. On a recenfnight, he
said, two young women com-
plained about how two others,
with whom they share the
bathroom, leave "feminine
products" in the tub.
The women only wanted to
vent and he was ready. "I can
handle it now," he said. "I'm
kind of used to it. I'm in the
groove."
There is one other male RA
in the Klein Dormitory, but he
has a couple of guys living on
The Arbiter- Pa e3
income include NCAA
allowances; which include a
bonus for every player on
scholarship, television
rights sales, billboard adver-
tising, ticket sales and dona-
tions to the BAA.
Bronco athletics ran in the
black last year for the sec-
ond year in a row, but only
by $540.. Fiscal year 2001
earned over $40,000, making
up for over $23,000 in the
red the previous year.
The university's financial
reports, including this year's
athletics department's
report, won't be compiled
until next summer. Waller
wouldn't speculate on how
well football did this year, at
least financially .
It is' just as hard to say
how this year's successes
will affect next year's athlet-
ic budget.
"Football seasons tend to
run in twos," Waller said.
The team will play top
teams at home one year, but
play better teams on the
road the next year. That can
make a difference in season
ticket sales and attendance,'
two big revenue earners.
Professor from page 1...
and community leaders have
praised Shallat for his
involvement in environmen-
tal issues and his passion for
teaching.
"There is a magic that
takes place in his lively class-
room that I have rarely wit-
nessed." wrote department
chair Peter Buhler in his
nomination letter.
"He teaches students not
so much a reverence for what
we know as scholars as an
appreciation for what we can
yet learn despite what we
might think that we already
know."
Dan Greer, associate edi-
tor of Healthwise and a for-
mer student, wrote that
Shallat challenged him to
develop his underused
strengths: "[His] qualities as
an insightful scholar, a cre-
ative innovator and an effec-
tive teacher produce lasting
and positive results for stu-
dents, the university, the
community and the profes-
sion ... In many ways lowe
my career success to Todd
Shallat."
Shallat was honored as a
Top Ten professor in 1995
and with the U.5.
Department of the Interior
Todd Shallat
Outstanding Service Award
in 1988.
His six books 'and more
than 30 articles on teclmolo-
gy and the environment
have received several writ-
ing awards, among them the
Abel Wolman Book Award,
the Henry Adams Prize and
an Idaho Library Association
honorable mention.
In February, funded by
the National Academy of
Science, he presented the
,University of Maryland's
Distinguished Lecture in
Civil and Environmental
Engineering.
BOISE .STATE
UNIVERSITY
Career Center Services
Career, Internship & Part-time, Summer,
& Temporary Employment Listings on BroncoJobs
Career Counseling
Resume & Job-Search Assistance
bttp:llcareer.boisestate.cdu
426-1747
1173 University Drive
(in the Alumni Center across from the stadium)
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stablishment clause:.Weak.argument for separation
~;
'.'
',1
its Amendments.
If we are to accept letters
written by the founding
fathers and other extraneous
evidence as to their intent
and personal feelings with
regara. to the meaning of the
Constitutions' ambiguous
elements, we also have to
accept their odious positions
that slaves were not people
and that only men of proper-
ty were qualified to make
laws that affect us all.
And under all that is the
fact that the Constitution was
an illegally formed docu-
ment in the first place.
One right I accept and
believe to be mine by an
interpretation of the
Constitution's intent is my
right to privacy.
Though this is not a strict
statement incorporated in
the Constitution, I have been
extended that right by the
u.s. Supreme Court.
So far, the High Court has
not established that the First
Amendment makes a case for
the separation of church and
state. As our appointed
authority of the Constitution,
only the U.S. Supreme Court
can determine whether to
institute a' separation of
church and state and/or the
guidelines u~ed for doing so.
don't quite. understand why
anyone else of any faitli,
would object.
I admit I'm not very well
versed in other faiths, but
isn't Allah an Islamic term
for God? Doesn't every faith
observe and revere a higher
power, a "god" in essence? I
might venture to say that
even atheists worship the life
they live, the nature/world
they revel in and the ele-
ments that allow them to live
how they choose.
Thomas Jefferson's letter
to the Danbury Baptists is
where the term "separation
between Church ana. State"
was first coined.
It is not incorporated in
the Constitution, the Bill of
Rights or the Declaration of
Independence. It was
Jefferson's opinion of how
the since-called
"Establishment Clause"
should be interpreted, which
he expressed in this letter.
According to the
Declaration of Independence
we are endowed. by our
"Creator with certain inalien-
able rights."
It is this document that
began the establishment of
our ~overnment. Its basic
principles should be the pri-
mary source used in inter-
preting the Constitution and
what it says and what it
means.
The Declaration of
Independence says we are
assured "the pursuit of
Happiness." Tlie pursuit
does not necessarily insure
we will be happy. .
Obviously, living in - a
country WIth 280-million
other individuals who have
different beliefs, value sys-
tems and personalities, there
will be times when we will
all be unhappy about some-
thing. It is childish to hold
the government responsible
for our happiness:
I may not like pink cars,
but I can't stop my neighbor
from buying one and parking
it on the street in front of my
house, if he chooses.
Personally, I don't care if
prayers are said in schools or
not; whether people choose
to add or delete the phrase
"One nation under God"
from the pledge of alle-
giance; or that our currency
has "In God We Trust."
My personal faith will not
be compromised by other
people's choices, . and I
believe we all have the right
to make those choices.
I am comfortable with the
prayers and the word "God"
spread throughout our soci-
ety and, other than atheists,
with a bias, which is why I
investigated the other side of
the fence. Nevertheless, had
the arguments been sound
and made sense to me, I
could have been convinced
my personal opinion was
uninformed.
When I accessed the origi-
nal sources cited, however,
the arguments of the separa-
tion of church and state,'
based on the "Establishment
Clause" in the First
Amendment were extremely
weak, especially when I
reviewed the First
Amendment.
The clause referred to is
"Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof.'
Since I make a conceptual
separation between religion
and God, I read this to mean
no church will dictate to
Congress and that Congress
will be prohibited from
restricting our "free exercise"
of reli~ion.· .
WhIle I do not demand a
strict interpretation of the
Constitution and our rights
as subscribed within it and
the Bill of Rights, I don't see
. the ambiguity in this
Amendment that Allison
proposes.
Seems pretty clear to me
rationalize our beliefs to fall
beneath our Declaration of
Independence, our
Constitution and / or its
attendant Bill of Rights. They
enable us to justify or impose
our beliefs on otliers around
us.
. It's easy to say, if you
don't believe in those docu-
ments, you lack the heart of
an American. With that state-
ment, anything justified or
rationalized under the
umbrella of our American
doctrines becomes viable.
I spent several hours
studying this issue before
writing about it, and almost
dumped it as a topic.
, Iread arguments made by
proponent Jim Allison on
members.tripod.com who
claims the intent of the
Constitution and the Bill of
Rights was to separate reli-
gion and God from 9ur gov-
ernment.
It's a nice website, with
multiple links to the original
sources, where Iwas able to
review the Constitution, the
Bill of Ril?hts and various let-
ters written by and to
Jefferson, John Quincy
Adams and assorted other
individuals who founded
our American principles.
I have to confess I
approached this research
I
. ~y Tra~ Curran
The ArbIter ------
, The argument for the sep-
aration of church and -state
points to the First
.Amendment as proof that the
intent of the Constitution
and the founding fathers was
to keep God and religion
from our government.
The First Amendment of
the Bill of Rights reads,
"Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the
nght of the people peaceably
to assemble, and to petition
the government for a redress
of grievances."
The fact is we all have a
tendency to shape, twist and
1
I
I
I
Sheriff requests Gestapo-style tactics
The~biter
1910University Drive Phone:345-8204'
Boise, Idaho83725 . Fax:426·3198
Online:www.arblteronllne.com
being destroyed by the tram-
pling of the constitution.
You are young, but you
will be the leaders in a few
years'. You can do something
now. You must take a stand
or we will be destroyed.
'Saints (Mormons) and most
of the ones I know at the
institute are Republicans
who blindly accept what is
happening with our school
and with our country.
We are supposed to stand'
for something. How do we
let this happen? You are sup-
porting' what we don't
believe and you don't even
know it. The prophet has
come out against war, yet
you seem to be for it.
It is prophesied that in the
last days, the elders will
uphold the constitution.
When will you start? You can
start by investigating what is
going on and doing your best
to choose the right.
This is for other students
too. While you are spending
time worried about who is
dating who, parties, the latest
football scores, and your
materialistic competitions,
our country and school is
perfectly legal to have unrea-
sonable searches and
seizures.
This is evidence that good
will be called evil and evil
good. Or, in this case:
Patriotism being called what
it isn't.
Now, on our own campus
we will have volunteer stu-
dent spies who will be able to
abuse the power given to
them. All one must do is
report someone to be "suspi-
cious." This is exactly what
happened with the Gestapo.
In more and more ways
our wonderful country has
become exactly .what our
forefathers fought against in
.the revolutionary war. This is
what our veterans fought
"again in World War II.
Now, it has even come
down to our own school. It
makes me more outraged
that I belong to The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Guest--
Opinion
The Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State
University. Its mission is to provide a forum for the dis-
cussion of issues affecting the BSU community. The
Arbiter's budget consists of fees paid by the student body
and advertising sales. The paper is distributed Mondays
and Thursdays to the campus during the academic school
year. The first copy is free. Additional copies can be
purchased for $1 apiece at the Arbiter editorial office.
Submit letters to the editor toeditor@arbiteronline.com
By Tabielle "Belle"
Antchekov
Student -------- Guest---
OpinionToday, Nov. 21, I picked
up The Arbiter and I was
extremely angered by what I
found on the front page.
Specifically, The article .
entitled _"Sheriff' s
Department asks students to
help with campus patrols." It
is bad enough that The
Homeland Security Act and
The Patriot act were passed:
For those who don't
know, theyaie ways in
which the government has
broken Amendment four of
the constitution making it
The Arbiter is seeking
guest opinions from.
Boise State students,
faculty and staff. Give us
your best rant in 800
words or fewer.
Send submissions to
editor@arbiteronline.com.
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Hoopsters beat Vandals in Boise
-Bronco sports information
Four players scored in
double fi~ures. Saturday
night as BOIseState knocked
off- Idaho 75-67 at the BSU
Pavilion in front of 5,638
fans.
Junior Bryan Defares
sparked the Broncos, just
missing a triple-double.
Defares finished with a
game-high 17 points, nine
rebounds, and eight assists.
Defares averaged eight
assists in Boise State's win
over Idaho State and Idaho
this week.
Senior C]. Williams and
junior Aaron Haynes each
. scored 13 points, while Jason
Ellis added 12 points and
seven rebounds for the
Broncos.
Boise State (2-1) also got
eight points and four blocked
shots from junior center
Kostas Avgerinos.
Tanoris Shepard led Idaho
(2-1) with 17 points.
Photo by Ted Harmon. The Arbiter
Aaron Haynes puts another two points on the board for the Broncos ..
GAME TOTALS
IDAHO vs BOISE STATE
VISITORS: IDAHO 2-1
TOT·FG 3-PT REBOUNDS
No. NAME FG FGA FG FGA FT FTA OF DE TOT PF TP
A TO BLK S MIN
20 Hayes, Tyrone f 4 7 1 1 2 3 0 6 6 4 11
1 3 2 1 18
34 TInnon, Jon f 6 8 1 1 0 0 1 6 7 4 13
1 0 0 0 18
10 Shepard, Tanoris 9 8 18 0 2 1 2 0 2 2 2 17
2 2 0 0 33
15 . Logan, Justin 9 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 2 3 1 0
6 1 0 0 37
30 Williams, Dwayne 9 2 14 2 10 2 2 1 3 4 1 8
0 2 1 0 34
03 Radlovic, David 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2
0 0 0 0 5
24 White,Zach 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
1 1 0 0 14
.33 Powell, Rashaad 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 1 3 2 6
0 0 0 0 14
44 May, Jack 4 11 0 0 2 6 4 4 8 2 10
0 5 0 3 27
TEAM ................................... 3 2 5
TOTALS 27 66 4 17 9 15 12 27 39 19 67
11 14 3 4 200
TOTAL FG% 1st Half: 12·31 .387 2nd Half: 15·35 .429 Game: .409 DEADBALL
3-Pt. FG% 1st Half: 1· 7 .143 2nd Half: 3-10 .300 Game: .235 REBOUNDS
FThrow%1stHa~: 1·3.333 2nd Half: 8·12 .667 Game: .600 1.1
HOME TEAM: BOISE STATE2-1
TOT·FG 3-PT REBOUNDS
No. NAME FG FGA FG FGA FT FTA OF DE TOT PF TP
A TO BLK S MIN
45 Ellis, Jason f 6 13 0 0 0 0 1 6 7 4 12
1 2 0 1 27
11 Avgerinos, Kostas c 3 4 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 1 8
0 0 4 0 13
01 Defares, Bryan 9 5 17 2 4 5 6 2 7 9 0 17
8 3 0 1 38
03 Williams, C.J. 9 4 10 3 6 2 3 0 4 4 2 13
2 1 0 0 31
04 Skiffer, Joe 9 0 2 0 1 2 2 1 4 5 1
2 2 2 1 0 37
15 Haynes, Aaron 5 9 1 2 2 4 2 1 3 3
13 1 1 0 0 16
22 Wyatt, Solomon 1 2 0 1 4 4 2 0 2 4 6
0 1 0 0 6
30 Ortiz, Cory 0 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 9
44 Gainous, Kenney 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 2
4 0 1 1 1 23
TEAM ...........:.......................2 1 3
TOTALS 26 64 6 18 17 21 11 30 41 18 75
15 11 6 3 200
TOTALFG% 1st Ha~: 14·32 .438 2nd Half: 12·32 .375 Game: .406 DEADBALL
3.PI. FG% 1st Half: 5-12 .417 2nd Hall; 1· 6 .167 Game: .333 REBOUNDS
FThrow % 1st Half: 6- 8 .750 2nd Half: 11-13 .846 Game: .810 3.2
Sole senior sets sights on season
Tanya Dobson
Tile Arbiter -----
Abby Vaughn, the lone
senior on the Bronco
women's basketball squad,
has her work cut out for her
this season - holding the
key to success for Boise State.
"Right n.ow, I'm focusing
on learning our new
offense," Vaughn said.
Vaughn has had to adjust
to the triangle offense, a new
offense that is part of head
coach [en Warden's transfor-
mation of the women's bas-
ketball . program at Boise
State.
For this season, Vaughn's
objectives and goals are
focused on the team.
These goals consist of win-
ning 15 games, nine games of
which are at home, and
defeating all other Idaho
teams. Another goal is for the
team's GPA to be in the top
10 of the country.
Last year, the team had an
accumulative GPA high
enough to place them 15th III
the nation.
When this season 1js fin-
ished, Vaughn thinR'S she is
going to rruss being part of a
team the most.
"I'm going to miss havin~
something to belong to,
Vaughn said.
She is also going to miss
the image of being a college
athlete and the perks that
come with it.
After this season, Vaughn
will focus on finishing 'her
degree and spending her
fifth year helping Warden
with the team. After that, if
she has the opportunity,
H-BoWI execs give
Boise State the nod
BigXII) or Iowa State (7-
6/ 4-4). 'Oklahoma State
has.one.more game this
The Boise State foot- .season against No. 3
ball team was offered an ranked Oklahoma.
invitation Monday Iowa State played its
afternoon to participate last game of the season,
in the 2002 Crucial. com losing to Connecticut at
Humanitarian Bowl. home on Nov. 23.
Bronco football head The Broncos are cur-
coach Dan Hawkins rently ranked 16th in
accepted the invitation the .ESPN !USAToday
for the team. 'coaches' poll and 19th
"It is our honor to' in the Associated Press
represent Boise," said media poll, respective-
Hawkins. ly,
The H-Bowl is slated "We are very proud
for Dec. 31 at 10:00 MST and excited to accept
and will air nationally this year's invitation.
on ESPN. ' . Weare looking forward
Boise State (11-1, 8-0 to it," Bronco Athletic
WAC) will take on an Director . Gene
opponent from the Big Bleymaier said.
XII Conference, possibly
Oklahoma State (6:5, 4-3
...Crucial.com_· - .....
a=8=1..
______ ~~•• ~ • ,.' -' , • . • I
, Bec,ause'you have. en~ugh to worry a15out-._..-~--
Shot1o~
Term
from Blue Cr055 of Idaho
~ limited benefit program designed
espedally for your temporary health care n~eds.
For information contact:
Boise District Office
3000 E. Pine Avenue
Meridian, 10 83642-5995
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 7408
Boise, to 83707
(800) 365·2345
Customer Service-s: (800) 627.103 f
BlueCross. ~ liil
of Idaho ~~
AIl~~d,,"'(:Io.-ftJ"."'~ ..
Arbiter file photo.
Boise State guard Abby Vaughan shakes her defender during last year's game against
the Vandals.
Vaughn would like to play
overseas.
Her ultimate .,goalis to be a
Division 1 coach at a college
in the Pacific Northwest.
Vaughn believes she made
the right decision when she
chose 'Boise State. .
"I wouldn't trade this
experience for anything," she
said.
Vaughn sees her time in
Boise as a great learning
experience ana she is proud
of what she has done over
the past four years.
"Boise has given me a lot
and I will take a lot from
Boise when I leave," she said.
Personal highlights of
Vaughn's career consist of
beating UC Irvine for the sec-
ond time in the tournament
her sophomore year. Also,
during her junior year,
Vaughn and the Broncos
defeated Fresno State three
times in one season.
Before a game, Vaughn
and the rest 01 the team nave
shooting practice. Then they
go over what to expect from
the other teams, and finally,
they eat together as a team.
Ultimately, they are given
time to prepare themselves
for the game.
"A lot of people sleep, but
not me. I don't want to lose
m}' focus," Vaughn said. .
Right before the game,
Vaughn likes to pump her-
seHup.
Wli.en the Broncos hit the
floor, many of them hit a
PowerAid vending machine
for good luck.
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VideoPoets
to perform
'Mountain
Seasons'
By Tammy Sands
The Arbiter -. -----
Poetry is versatile. It can
be rhytfunic or chaotic, short
or long, simple or dynamic.
Peter Lutze, Jaimie
Armstrong, Ben Burdick and
Jim Kloss nave constructed a
different type of poetry in a
collaborative project com-
posed of an integration of
video, poetry and music.
Lutze and Armstrong
applied for an arts grant from
tne Boise City Arts
Commission. They received
the.~grant in September 2001.
They immediately' began
shooting images, v.:ith Lutze
providing the videography
and Armstrong offering plen-
ty of suggestions.
This project, titled
"Mountain Seasons," was
ongoing for nearly one and a
haH years. The VideoPoets
first performed the piece' at
The Flicks on Sept. 2g, 2002.
"Mountain Seasons" was
performed rather than pre-
sented because Armstrong
actually read the poetry
aloud. Burdick and Kloss
played the music Iive..
There are two poems for
each season over an imagi-
nary two-year cycle, with one
long poem covering all four
seasons. The subject matter
explores nature and the sea-
sons using description and
response.
Armstrong composed all
nine poems. Seven of the
poems in "Mountain
Seasons" appear in
Armstrong's book of poems,
Lalldscapes of Epiphally, which
is availabfe at the BSU
Bookstore.
"The idea was neither the
video, poetry or music would
have a lead role; they all
work together. Video and
film tend to be collaborative
arts anyway," Lutze said.
Armstrong said that
although he has done a pro-
ject tnat incorporated still-
photograp'hy c010r slides and
music with his poetry, this is
his first experience with
video.
"Over time, the music and
the video influenced the
poetry. The poetry, in turn,
mfluenced the other media,"
Armstrong said.
He said would like to do it
again some time. Lutze
agreed it would be fun to do
again if they get the chance.
"Mountain Seasons" will
be performed on Dec. 4 at 4
p.m. in room 106 of the
Multipurpose Building.
Admission is free.
Diverstbns·
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Jess Stanley'looms above his miniature men.
Jess Stanley breaks the mold.
By Kate Roberson
The Arbiter -------
Jess Stanley's 'diet equals
conformity' concept resulted .
in one of the most interesting
pieces in this year's senior
theses exhibition. "You Are
What You Eat" is a- com-
pelling visual warning about
where people dine out.
"We go to fast food
[restaurants] and we're eating
this really bland food that
doesn't really have any liveli-
ness to it. We also work at
those jobs. Our first jobs are
usualfy those kinds of
'Mcjobs,' as they're called,
and they kind of knock you
down a little bit," Stanley
said.
Stanley, who is 0I1esemes-
ter away from completing his
ceramics emphasls in art,
spent a little over a month
creating the piece, which is
composed of multiple-mold-
ed clay components - a
dozen pearle and their trays
of identica food.
Three people approach the
food counter and its menu,
which, ironically, offers no
choice of what to order. These
three bear color-and-strike
individual poses: one looking
at his wristwatch. another
standing with his hands at his
hips.
"You get into this 'cus-
tomer is always right' kind of
idea, no matter who they are,
because they're paying you
money ... That was kmd of
what I was thinking about
when I did it," he said.
In contrast, everyone serve
ing food and everyone leav- -
ing the counter with their
food is rray and identical.
"We re getting pushed
into this corporate mold,"
Stanley said.
"You Are What You Eat" is
Stanley's only piece in the
senior show, and was
designed specifically with the
show in mind,
Initially, Stanley planned
to adapt a comic book idea,
taking five frames and mak-
ing tnree-dimensional repre-
sentations of them. However,
the amount-of wurk involved
proved so daunting that he
decided to scale down the
project.
'I was not going to be
going home, just living there,
and probably still wouldn't
finish it," he said.
He picked a favorite frame
but, as the idea didn't work
out of context with the other
four, he altered the idea, giv-
ing birth to its current incar-
nation.
Much of the comic book
origin lingers, creating a
unique form that is fun to
look at.
He also left some of the
molding seams on the faces of
the characters, adding to the
impression that they were all
pulled from one mold.
Stanley was not always a
man of the clay.
He started his work at
Boise State as a pre-veterinary
student, and followed this
course for a year until an
introductory-physics teacher
scared him off.
Unable to move on to
Advanced Biology- without
the course, he reconsidered
his options.
"1 asked myself what I
could do for the rest of my life
until I die and be happy
doing," he said.
"Art was kind of it. I'd
done a lot of it, but I'd never
really thought about it that
way."
Stanley chose ceramics
because it's a neglected field
and because it fits well with
his own short attention span.
He likes having the option of
creating something in a few
hours or a few months,
depending on his mood.
"In the greater art world
ceramics is accepted, but it's
not the most accepted," he
said.
"It's such a flexible medi-
um ... [There are1 so many'
different effects, and I can t
say that I've seen any other
medium that can do that."
Ink painting and print-
making are also included in
Stanley's repertoire.
"Compared to clay, which
Bomail: . ,.. ' ..
diversions@arbiteronline.com
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Photo by Aaron Back, Tha Arbiter,
is so forgiving, ink is not at
all. You put it down and you
better nave liked that,
because you're not going to
be able to hide that,"ne said.
He likes to keep his hori-
zons open, and works with
watercolor and photography
as well.
Stanley will also be'
involved in the upcoming'
"Clay and Fire" pottery show
and sale. •
Proceeds go to sponsor the;'
ceramics department's work-
shops, which bring in artists
to teach various ceramics
techniques. I
"Clay and Fire" runs Dec.
14 -16, 10 a.m, - 5 p.m, and is
located in Gallery One in the..
Liberal Arts Building. '
The senior theses exhibi-.
tion, "The Human Project," ,
runs until Dec. 11 in the Boise
State Visual Arts Building,
and Hemingway Center. ,
Callery hours are 10 a.m. -','
5 p.m., Monday through',
Frida)' and noon-S !?m. on'
Saturday. Admission ISfree. '
Clockwise turns gears with new release ..
By Robert Seal
The Arbiter -------
I've finally figured out why
so many of the music critics
out there write such bitter
reviews.
It's because they are inun-
dated with crap like the new
disk from Clockwise, a Las
Vegas band that was once
known as Phritter Than Albert.
On Nov. 5,. Clockwise
dropped Healthy Mauipulation
on an unsuspecting public.
With this, their major label
debut on RCA Records,
Clockwise has given us just
under 40 minutes of utterly
forgettable music.
I will give the band this
much,sihger Austin Leduc
does have some powerful
pifles-
His range falls somewhere
between Faith No More's Mike
Patton and Pearl Jam's Eddie
Vedder, -but I'm not sure that
the voice alone is enough to
take the band to gold records.
Rounding out the band are
guitarists Justin Pasquale and
.Scott Beare" bassist Alfonso
STUDENTGOvtRNMENT
B 0 I S E S .TAT E, UN' I V E R S )' T Y
FACULTY RECOGNITION APPLICATIONS ARE OUT!
GIVE SOMETIDNG BACK TO SOMEONE WHOSE MADE
A LASTING IMPACT TO YOU! -
Applications are available for the 17thAnnual faculty Recognition Reception at:
ASBSU Student Government, SUB
_Residence Halls
_ Albertson Library
_ Student Involvement Center; SUB
-,nformation Desk, SUB
._Computer Labs
The 17th Annual Faculty Recognition'Reception is on December 9,2002 at 6:00 pm.
This reception and award ceremony is being held to recognize oufstanding faculty
members from all departments, schools and colleges at Boise State University. For
more information call ASBSU at 426-1440
Bernal and drummer Dave
McMahan.
Describing their debut;
McMahan Said, "We went for a ,
muscular, melodic sound with
solid zrooves throughout."
Wfiat I heard, however, was
more anemic than muscular.
Musically, they do dip their
toes into the pool of harder
rock, but they are in need of
gaining some testicular forti-
fude.
Dropping the F-bomb into a
weak song doesn't really cut it.' -
They seem to be holding some- ~
thing back.
On the disk, there aren't any;
tracks with enou~h punch to '
catch a listener s attention.,
They have potential, but next I
time they need to come out,
swinging.
Overall, . Healthy
Manipulation falls short of spec-
tacular, but doesn't leave you·
wanting to rip -it out of your
CD player.
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Winter campers see a new side of familiar places.
By A. G. Porter
Outdoor Center
Special to The Arbiter ---
I hear the fire "die just
before sunrise; the teapot
atop the iron stove ceases its
steaming rush and cools,
creaking with each fraction
of a degree lost to the cold.
I was first into bed last
night, exhausted from hours
of skiing under a full pack, so
I rise without wakmg the
others and coax the coals into
fire once again.
After pouring myself a
cup of hot water, I strap on
cold ski boots and shove the
door of our yurt open against
the slight weight of last
night's snow.
In the mountains, sunrises
are always beautiful. Winter
dawning has always seemed
special to me because it is
hesitant. As light filters
between the peaks, frost
recedes from the wooden
slats of the porch and my
yurt mates begin to rustle
awake.
Exploring the outdoors in
winter is like visiting another
world.
Familiar places take on
entirely different identities
once frozen or dusted with
snow. Boise's close proximity
to the mountains offers win-
ter adventurers the opportu-
nity to ski, snowshoe, camp,
cave and hot-spring all win-
ter long without driving
more than a few hours from
the city.
Camping in the backcoun-
try is a Challenge, and camp-
ing in sub-zero temperatures
is a test of a person's physical
and mental.capability to con-
serve energy and beat the
cold. However, with the
right equipment and training
_ and perhaps a well-placed
hot spring - staying comfort-
able IS easily possible.
Those who play outside in
winter already understand
the sound-dampening draw
of snow.
However, those interested
in having an outdoor adven-
ture this winter - even if
you've never tried it -should
stop in at the Outdoor
Center, located at the back of
the new Student Recreation
Center. '
The staff there can hook
you up with all the tools you
need to stay warm and have
fun, includmg sleeping bags,'
tents, snowshoes, cross-
country and telemark skis;
ice axes, crampons and tons
of other stuff.
Also, make sure to ask
about our winter trips, which
include avalanche-safety
training, hot-springing, back-
country skiing, snowshoeing
and winter camping. For
more information call us at
426-1946.
IAfterbang' proves
snowboarding is art
"It has a pretty intense
eddy-line that can be pret~
punishing. People that don t
know what they are doing
will be in for a long swim,"
Davidson said.
The brutal eddy-line
rejects everyone at least once
and has dished out a few ses-
sion-ending swims to some
good paddlers.
Once you roll up, though,
the long, fast eddy provides
a quick magic-carpet ride
back to the lineup.
When you are ready to
leave, the fast current and
outstanding scenery will
quickly see you to the
take-out.
permanent feature.
The wave is best between
flows of 5,000 and 6,000 cfs,
but exhibits different charac-
teristics at each level.
At lower flows, the wave
is super-retentive and a
When November hits and guaranteed bouncing-bronco
cold nights turn mountain ride. Surfing high on the pile
streams to ice, most local promises big, bouncy air
paddlers stash surfboats and, with the right timing,
under the back porch and huge aerial blunts are possi-
start re-gluing climbing ble.
skins in anticipation of tele- Davidson said the lower
turns. flows offer the best rides'.
A few boaters, however, "It is an extremely fast,
just can't kick the surfing steep wave that carries a pile
habit. They have discovered and encourages tricks,"
one of the best surf waves - Davidson said.
just two hours from Boise, "The middle is real steep,
near Bliss. with an unpredictable boil
The wave is one of the that gives you a wild ride.
best in southern Idaho and You have to hang on and
attracts paddlers from as far wait for the right time to do a
away as Logan, Utah. trick."
"Its always a wild and At higher flows, the wave
crazy ride," BSUKayak Club loses its bounce but still pro-
President Ben Davidson vides a great ride .. More
said. water elongates the wave
The wave, pinched face; the crashing pile is less
between a gravel bar and the consistent and defined.
left shore, is unbeatable - It feels a lot like a mushy
fast, bouncy and dynamic.. ocean wave at the higher
Relatively warm tempera- flows and paddlers can't rely
tures, the deep river canyon on the bounce to initiate
and constant flows make blunts. Instead, paddlers
mid-winter surfing worth- must carve deep into the
while. trough and focus on a fast,
Thousand Springs, just snappy edge transition. .
upstream, pours into the The biggest benefit to
Snake River, moderating the higher flows is longer rides.
river's temperature and sup- The wave's erratic nature
I;'lying water to the local becomes less noticeable at
trout farms. The river water higher flows and, offers a
is far from bathtub-warm, grea~ platform to work on
but at least surfers don't edge drills such as no-pad-
have to dodge ice chunks. dle carving.
: The depth of the canyon . Spins towards both direc-
also fends off winter winds. tions are a breeze at higher
Slanted, gusting winds often flows, and long backsurfs
blow over the canyon rim, leave paddlers grinning.,
never finding their way Despite all the good .rea-
down to the river. sons to head to Bliss, there
: Winter apparel, however, are drawbacks. The long
is a must: Pogies or gloves drive makes for an all-day
are a good idea when winds event,'and a strong eddY-line
do creep into the river bot- ~ill spank even the best pad-
(om and a skullcap, earplugs dlers.
and dry-tops or dry-suites "The eddy-line is almost
are a must for all. cold-. 100 yards long and extreme-
~eather boating. ly swirly' and , unpre-
, One great thing about the dictable," Davidson said.
Bliss wave is the fact that it is Davidson said although
almost always in. The Lower· the whitewater is easy,
Salmon Falls Power Plant- would-be surfers m1.!sthave
provides nearly constant a solid roll and a willingness
year-round flows - almost to hang out upside down.
guaranteeing the wave as a
Warm water tames
winter's chill
By Aaron Beck
Tile Arbiter ------
If all you look for in a
snowboard film is obnox-
ious music and run-of-the-
mill cliff-hucking scenes,
choose a previously
released snowboard film.
If, however, you are
interested in a fresh, artful
approach to the snow board
documentary, RobotFood's
recent release, Afterbang, is
worth checking out.
The cover jacket defines
Afterballg as "the desperate
attempt to compensate lack
of style after landing." The
motif is carried through the
film and compensates for
the stylistically deficient
snowboard films of years
past.
The attempt is anything
but desperate, and for the
most part, the film pulls off
a subtle, yet artfully crafted,
portrait of snowboarding .
The soundtrack provides
the. most noticeable devia-
tion from standard adven-
. ture-sport films, drawing on
classic rock songs as well as
contemporary sounds.
The Talking Heads rock-
standard "Once In A
Lifetime" sets the film's
quirky and art-minded tone
during the opening credits
and brings things full circle
as it appears in the final seg-
ment.
Between "Once In A
Lifetime," other rock stan-
dards show up: "Just What I
Needed" by The Cars and a
Presidents of the' United
States of America cover of
"Video Killed the Radio
Star." The enduring rock,
classics, written during
snowboarding's infancy, ,
attest' to the sport's perma-
nence ,in contemporary
America.
This is a sport so natural
By Aaron Beck
Tile Arbiter ------
Outdoor' Quick. BOK
What:
Mid-winter surfing on
Snake River near Bliss,
Idaho. ' .
Flows:
4,500-6,OOQl:fsfrom ..
Lower Sahito.nFaW1 ,•...
Power Plant. FIR~ ..•..•.
information av,h}~ple,at
•www.idahopower.c6m.
Wave snr1e: •. .'>
Crasmng,pouncy, fast-
'"ery dynanu.c. This isa
great sEot to master ,<111
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that it seems to have always
been a part of us, even
before it became popular.
The edit cuts and contem-
porary songs, however, cre-
ate the film's definable take
on snowboard culture.
That definition is a com-
mitment to practiced repeti-
tion. Only through constant
practice, even to the point of
mentally visualizing jump
sequences in a parking lot,
can riders arrive at perfec-
tion.
The repetitive, electronic-
influenced track "Key
Stroke'" accompanies Travis
Parker as he practices 360
spins on a trash can lid.
Multiple angles of Parker's
perfectly executed big-airs
further emphasize the
importance of repetition.
The ideology of commit-
ted practice stems from the
riders' overt skateboarding
influences; appropriately
enough, the film features
skateboard interludes.
Logistically complicated
urban-boarding becomes
the norm as artificial in-runs
provide opportunities for
otherwise impossible
grinds, the most impressive
along a 20-foot long mail-
box.
The message is clear:
snowboarding is about per-
fecting a move wherever it
presents itself and having
fun doing it.
The song "Jerk It Out,"
sprinkled with sexual innu-
endoes from a snowmobiler
and a rail-lusting rider,
expresses, the need and
accessibility for the joys of
snowboarding: "I'll be run-
ning circles around you
sooner than you know, it's
easy once you know how
it's done, you can't stop
now, it's already begun, you
feel it running through your
bones."
Even though there are
plenty of backcountry kick-
ers, gap spans and jumps
across roads, the film's
focus is not on extreme
backcountry sites, towering
mountai.ns or perfect pow-
der runs.
Instead, the film empha-,
sizes the perfection of
freestyle moves and cama-
raderie with other boarders.
Both can be found at resorts,
which makes the film all the
more appropriate for local
resort riders.
Afterbang's final segments
drift away from art, remind-
ing viewers the film was put
together by a group of
young; rambunctious snow-
boarders.
While it is understood
off-mountain antics are part
of a snowboarder's life, out-
takes of hotel-room rough-
housing only detract from
the film.
The DVD format pro-
vides viewers with some
interesting features.
Aside from the accessibil-
ity of chapter segments, the
DVD includes a photo
gallery featuring the work
of nine photographers.
The other feature the
DVD boasts is a series of
secret clips. The drawback is
that viewers must access
robotfood.com to get pass-
words. A password is
revealed each month, and
only three clips are accessi-
ble so far. Unfortunately,
the Web site is unimpres-
sive, as are most of the clips.
For a freestyle-snow-
board fix, Afterbang offers an-
interesting twist to the
genre of snowboarding
films. It is worth viewing
and is available through the
Outdoor Center. Check it
out today!
.., '
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Are you a female ages
21-29? Northwest Egg
Donation if; working
with a married couple in
need of an egg donor:
5'1" - 5'9" dark
brown or black hair&
brown or blue exes,
must know family
health history. Would
you like to help this
couele's dream of a
familycome true and
earn $3000+? For more
info contact Tiffany @
(208) 634-9774 .
Afghan & American
Student Association-
Just starting. Would like
new members of allcul-
tures. CaU Yama: ~(;: r,
322-0453
NEED A PHOTOGRA·
PHER? Engagement,
weddings, family,
quinceancras, portraits
Call Porters
, Photography 863-5967
www.portersphotos.com
Lost Wed. Ring 10/11 on
Greenbelt N. of Towers
Dorm. White Gold, 3 .
stones. 426-1133 msg.
ASTROLOGY CLUB
Searching for people
interested in astrology.
Call Kit Ewing
433-0151
Wanted: Women's
Neoprene or Insulated
Waders 869-4909
Exciting Political .
,Organizing Internship:
Help rid Idaho's elec-
tions of special interest ,
money! Grassroots
Organizer,' . .
Communications. ,
Coordinator, Money in
Politics Researcher.
8 /hrs 385-0260 or info@
idahoansforfairlections.org
1:rF;jn~,itI
41Vnity
Custom Ceremonies
'. ,',vi,ddings, Ullionl& more;'
• coordinating, planning, '
consulting services
• day spa services
1500 S. Orchard
440-4622
www.uniryweddings.corn
o Sororities 0 Clubs
o Student Groups
oFraternities
Earn $llXlO-$21"Xlthi~ st'nll'~.tl'r with
il pruvcn CampusFundrai.'iCT
3 h(mTfUlllir.lising cwnt. Our
pmgr.lms ma}..c fundr.lbing
casy with nu risks. FunJraising_
-dJ.lt'S arc filing qukJJy, so get
with dll' pmgr.lm! II works.
Cnnlact C.unpusFunJraiscr
al (H88)~l3-323H,orvisit
www.campusfundraiscr.com
Serving all your
chiropractic needs.
Call DrJimTrapp
at 389-BACK
Helpinqstudents
and athletes with
back, neck .and
relaxation therapy
walking distance from S4b
1025I.h:OOAve.~l)8370S .
•Ask about our BSU discount"
1995 Ford Taurus prc
P / W, Great Running
Car, Call Andy at
794-6801
3 piece wall unit each
section approx. 3 ft.xl.5
ft.x6.5 ft. $100 Contact
375-4836
1989 Mazda B2600i xcab
new brakes, battery, &
tires, shell, tow pkg. cd
bed liner $3350 888-4525
1990 Ford F150 4x4 ext
cab short box new
wheels 3 inch lift $5250
Call Matt 463-9228
95 Ford Explorer XLT
$7800 See it online @
boiseusedau tos.com
~26-7372
OKay,okay-if you were
wrong, you can still send
another e-mail to .
contest@arbiteronline,com with
the correct answer, and you'll be
rewarded with one entry for the
weekly drawing just for being so '
persistent!
Read the Monday edition of The
Arbiter & find the trivia question
of the weck, then submit your
answer to
contest@arbiteronline.com. TIle
correct answer will be printed in
the Thursday's edition. If you
werc right, you'll be rewarded
with two entries for t/le monthly
drawing-if you were wrong,
your answer will be passed around
~===-titlmle;"o;;;f;;.fi;;;lc~eand laughed at!
1~~!~lt~~;D0~~~:ri·0~fj£f~~;tjA:::~:;,7i~.,G;1~';lf;:;·J1ii·~['~'1);;)Z.~!TI'~!:i;:~~:~l~I~~'1j._;~l!~~_Zr.~~~'~~*~.~:~Zfij,;}~t~~iij~~i~~~_~i~i_'~~;'91iicr:i~i,!,,(i~~ij'."".)i;i_i.Ii , ;,; }~~ ~
All e-mails must include an
answer (preferably a correct
one), your name, address and a
phone numher-so we can hunt
you down if you win.
Monthly winners will be
notified by email or mail, along
with an announcement in the
first edition after the winner is
chosen. The Grand Prize
winner will be announced in the
Dec. 16th Finals Relief issue.
Contest runs 09109/02 though
12112/02.
-
Look 1'01' this \Il'l'l, \
4lii.'Ftilll1 Oil pg,:W -
All winners will he selected hy a
random drawing of eligible entries. All
entries containing the correct answer
will be entered into a grand prizc
urawing, to he held at the end of the
semcster. No purchase necessary. All
pri7.es will he awarded. Grand prize
will he one semester of free books, to
be provided by the BSU Bookstore.
Used books will be provided where
available. This offer is void where
prohibitcd or restrictcd by fedcral,
stale, or local laws. Employees of TIle
Arbiter, the RSU Student Union, their
families nnd government employees
arc not eligible. Applicable la:(es arc
the sole responsibility of the winners.
DILBERT~
Matties~sei;Fult' siZe
·Brand new'ln p~:"
Value $499 Sacrifice
$125. ~aU866~7476
1986 Honda Fat Cat
Excellent condition low
hours $2500 Call W-att
'463-9228
97 Volkswagen Golf ' .
5spd sunroof, 40 hatch-
back, new brakes & tires
$5500080
,84l-1l1~6: ,_ " "."
Private Uvlng Ar,.. Bath
Shared CommorjAmanillas
FJnlshed & Urlfumlshed
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
,1,1/-2 bath home
. $400lmo utll.Incl. Walk
..to nsUCalk571-3126
Roommate Wanted
Now Thru January 4,
Pay Total of Only $5001!
Walk to BSU, 867-4732
1 bedroom apartment
for rent $375/month. In
North End Call
429-6820
2bd 2ba mobile home
close to BSU in nice
family park. $17,900
Call Lee @371-7219
Female roommate want-
ed $290/ mo 3bd 2ba
apt. Close to BSU cover
parking & amen 395-
7021
fOJTlanticplanning is also on the
rise; home issues and sh<1feqHfe
l.'llIKl·rnsmay be a topic of co'n-
~ers.1t!On.Accept all creative
financial suggestions. New pro-
posals are positive.
Cancer
(June22-July22).'
Long-term friendships may
cnter a highly expressive stage.
Early this week, watch for
friends or loved ones to openly
discuss yesterday's events and
decisions. Previous disagree~
ments or minor conflicts will be
publicly and quickly resolved.
For the next 12 days, key rela·
tionships will re·establish a
solid base of trust, belonging
and underst.lnding. After
Thursday, ponder recent family
~:~~:.i~n~~:ll~bl~v~~;;~'::,taen~o-
insight tire available.
Leo
(july 23-Aug.22).
Set clear boundaries in family
or love relationships this week.
for the next few days, negative
family. patterns from the past
may repeat. Use this time to
~~~o~~~i~~:i~l~fi~~~l:~~:.s
This w{~ekmany Leos will be
oHered an excellent opportunity
to dispel past behaviors and
change their emotional outlook.
After Saturday, watch also for a
series of incoming messages,
tasks or contracts. New business
infonnation will be promising.
Virgo
(Aug.23-Sepl.221.
Co-workers or business associ-
ates may not expect you to
accomplish set goals this week.
Chances are, however, you will
surprise even the most disap-
Jobs/Help Wanted
INEEDHELPI
Will make $500-1000 PT
$1500-4K FT Call toll
free 888-236-6037
fun2workathome.org
Need Extra Cash
No exp necessary
P/TorF/T
Call 573-3287
Mother's helper wanted
in Eagle M-F 7:30 am -
1:30 pm. Must provide
transportation & refer-
ences Call for details eve
after 7pm
938-5133
Campus Visit Assistant
$7/hr, 15-20 hrs/wk
Min. reg. Soph. w/2.5
GPA App. Deadline
5pm Dec 11. Diane or
Niki 426-1820
., .. ,~
BroncoJobs••••.• e6."•
Lookingfor
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Free job-referral
service
Click BroncoJobs
at http://
earcer.hol.estate.edu
NOW
HIRING
Account Executives
• great part
timework
od earning
tial
Flexible
Schedule
We need customer
service reps.
20-40 hrs/wk
Evenings
and
Weekends
$8.00/hr
Paid training
For more info
call 376-4480
Campus tour guide for
New Student Info
Center Hours will vary,
$7/hr. Min reg: soph
w/2.5 GPA Call
426-1820
Bartending positions
available in the Boise
Area up to $200/shift no
. exp necessary w.ill train
I-SOO-BARTEND
(227-8363)
Bartenders Trainees
Needed. $250/ day
Potential. Local
Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 223
Bartenders needed, Earn
$150-250 per night. No
exp necessary. Call 866-
291-1884 ext. 435
Personalities!!
Earn top $ w / Health &
Well ness Company
Seeking FT / PT ,
Call 794-2653
Couple seeking to adopt
baby. Married 11 yrs.
Both college grads. Free
counseling you & your
family, babyseekers@
netscape.net
Pisces
(Feb.20-Mareh20),
Small details, filets <Intifj~Ufl>S
may be l'xtreI1wly important to
loved om's this weck. E.uty
Tuesday, expect a cl()s~fril'nd
or lover to <lskprobing ques-
tions or oHer unexpected criti-
cism. Dales, times, amounts and
motivations may be prime con·
cerns. Social and romantic
doubt will pass quickly, so not
to worry. Rl'ali:l:t.'that emotional
outbursts "infamily or love rela-
tionships may have little to do
with your past aclions. StitY
focused.
If your birthday is this weck ...
Expect loved ones to press for
fast romantic decisions over the
next two to three months.
Emotion.11attachmf'nt and sen-
timentality arc on the risl-'.In
the coming wl'ck.'i, wiltch for
fMC UltiIll<ltUIllSor qui(k home
proposals in close relationships.
After mid-January, fin ...ncial
improvements and new job
openings may also trigger key
decisions. Lifestyle changes,
rL'vised carl'cqloi1ls ilnd family
expansion willl1l' ongoing
themes for much of 2003.
~~~,~i~f~~~'~~~\~~n~~~etr,~i~~I;~.
inp- months. After l'<1rlyJune,
minor family dis<1grcements,
soda! doubts or unresolved
home disputes will <1150
demand attention.
For private coilsultation, please
visit www,myslicst.lrs.lwt.
··:rI>:1'I.r,,~:~U.;~ed.~i~eil.d, caU345'8204 ert.1J9 brUropby"the"~';;i;,a al1605 University Drive (comerof University &Michigan)
'·t~.( . ..~~.,~
D~mmer & ~ss"player 'lnte~sted:ih goiAg on.a ,'" . Spnn. g~re~;m.tinas " ....89wond& r.~~lide SI
wanted for established .group trip to Europe? c, '. Part,yC~se! 5 Days.~ 1~ AT, Ar:" I'W, CD,
.Boise band, to play orig- It's cheap! Conti\c. t ..... fr091 $299. Includes .. SUl:),I'oof$33oo BO
inal music 338-:;260 ' Amber 484-6556;. Lisa ~q;t Mt;al~,rarties! i' 440~~16 ~ ,
713-0516 Awesome Beaches, .-lI---~
Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Panama.City
Boardwalk Beach Resort. I
.
From $199( springbreak-. , ,
travel.com. 1-'800-678-. ,;';;;:;;:l:,;..~~~--==:....,
6386 > •
f
· 9~FordRangerXL Text.
cab 6 cyl, 130,000 miles
runs perfect $4400 OBO
323-8919
l'fOvingof business officials.l"y close attention to small
det"ils"nd c"refullyfollow"Il'
information. Success will be
assured through a consistent
and steady acceptance of tradi-
tional methods. After Friday,
~~l~~~t~~:e~~~~;il~s n~~~~~~~:d
tiona 1 support will be helpful.
Libra
(Sept.23-0el,23).
P.1Stromantic dreams ,md long·
forgotten family events may
have a powerful influence this
week. Many Librans will feel
~trongly compelled to retum to
old "aIm's or ideals. Present
romantic relationships, howev-
er, or recently renewed promis-
es bdween loved ones may be a
motiv.lling force. Sfiritual wis-
dom and emotiona clarity arc
available this week. Spend extra
time alone or in meditiltive pur-
suits before discussing final
decisions or revised long-term
pl"ns:
Scorpio .
(Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Friends or
loved ones may reveal unex-
pected feelings early this wl~ek.
, Expect emotions to be easily
expressed. Key issues may
involve family power struggks
or lo,yalt)' between friends.
Don t anticipate solving any of
these issues in the ncar future.
Aspects indicate that these
kinds of emotions will remain
unresolved in the coming
weeks, Late Thursday, focus on
fi~~~~~~~t Klld;;~~hso~nh~~~e
revisions may be costly.
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dee.211.Officecom-
munications will increase early
Christmas Cash
Marketing Compo
expanding. We need 3
sharp ind. to train. Flex.
hrs. Call 284-9901
Need 35 people to lose
50-100 lbs. Safe.
Dr. Recommended.
Natural 938-0766
Movie Extras/Models
Needed Earn up to
$250-450/Day!! No
experience necessary,
Call Now for immediate
exposure
1-800-814-0277 xl054
this week. After Tuesday,
expect a flurry of messages and
unique id~JS from co-workers
or associates. For many
Sagittilrians this marks the startor an intense period of work·
place advances and temporary
duties. Ask authority figur~s for
clear instructions and thorough.
ly check all facts. This week's
influx of infonnation may be
slightly confusing. L,lte this
weekend, rest and allow time
for reflection. Emotional energy
m"y be Inw.
Capricorn .
(Dec. 22-Jan. 20). Your roman lie
or social insight will be reward-
ed. Late Wednesday, watch for
. a friend or lover to reveal new
feelings of love or attraction.
Many Capricorns will leave a
period of stalled emotioll and
minor conflict behind. Expect
shared scl\suillity to be ,1
delighlfullheme.AfterFrid"y,"
family member may also
require your attention. Financial
~~~~~~ft~dnui~2~~~t~~~~~~~Ill'
supportive and oHer practical
adVice.
Aquarius
(Jan.21·Feb.19).F"milyrel,,-
tions will enter a brief period of
open discussion nnd snared
ideals. Even though recent con-
flicts are not yet resolved, the
next few days will be a time of
social enjoyment, rekindled
understanding and common
goals. After Thursday, many
A9uarians will also begin a fair~
~~b:~~~~~rr~~~::t(~~;.f:~ce
"ulhorityfigures.St"ywell
informed and quickly oUer .
completed assignments. Your
ex~rtise will be noticed.
FOR RELEASE DECEMBER 2, 2002
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Horoscopes-----~-----
ACROSS
Endangered
ape, briefly
6 Fuel cartel,
briefly
10 Silent-screen
siren
14 Norse gods
15 _avis
16 Lotion
, Ingredient
17 Steel-plow
developer
1 B Tennessee
flower
19 Bombard
20 Up and down
23 Cacophony
24 Cow's chew
25 Short sleep
29 One 'of the .
Simpsons
31 Fruit drink
34 Censor
35 W. atliance
36 Tallie
37 Yea and nay
40 Standing
41 Gatherin
42 French S rd 'P S
landlord's due .8 Guitarist atu .YI·~~~ olvad
43 Reticent Clapton S LAC K S ~~~ SeA T
44 Pickle choice 9 Farm income CAe H E T ~I!! ~ 0 H I 0
45 Dancer Ben producer ART E R';:;' I.!:. ~ ~ T E R I
46 Signat for help 10 Insipid R ARE R 1II EVE R HAL L
47 MOs'group 11 McCowen or PIE R. A LON E E PEE
48 On and off Baldwin ENS I G N S. T S A R 1ST
57, ApplEldlscard 12 Sleeper'illlY" RES 0 L D. B 'A S S N E S S
58 Haylofts 13 Cats and U R S U LAS
59 Long Island cockatoos
township' 21 Belling advice UPS WEE P S. NEE 0 L E
60 Sea of Asia 22 Not al home CAP 0 R ~ -!:-~ Y T T R I U M
61 Fencer's sword 25 Certain mdio C ROW GAS E S • N T S B
.62 Select group opemtors _ ERR S ~~IS.BET. T A
63 Artist Magrille 26 Komn deity LIT E ~~ P 0 S I E S
64 Cozy place 27 Diminutive LEE R ~~ A L T E R S
65. M':!anlng 28 Long strip of.. , 0 DDS I I!!. S CL A IS S Iv
DOWN 29 ~~~neye. d ..' ... ..l.'i.;:..' T.;:;. '..~... .' oS'f:". '-.0....;.-.,??t!~<~7;.·~t1!'~?~~~tfi'i
~ ~~~rn:dd-on? ~ ~11r:g'::e~f..,~ :::.'~"~~+Z;fr;t·s~;::,;:~'~~~LiJ ;+' ':H't ~~:
~~fJ~~~~t·: ~i~*/.''l':~~8ri8Y~~·;i ;,
5.~=2:before ~,§,~~t;:,,.;; ..
6 Hunter 0'th9.<'1 aElCoffintlitand~/'
stars 38DubIIl'I dlldes· ...
7 Henry VIII's last 3¥.J(\tem6lJOn81" .•'
Catherine . '~~meil~;;.'>
NOW avaItabie.a collecllonof,)t<;IUr. "SundaY, 'C
$9.45toTHE NEWSI"AP~ CRO poBox
name, addieasand zlp~. Make to lH
Table saw 8 1/4" SKIL
$40 On cabinet with
wheels lots of blades
and attachments
888-4525
87 Ford Escort
Automatic
Transmission, Power
Steering and it runs
$650 Call Chris
343-9580
BED-Queen Pillowtop
Mattress Set. New-still
in plastic, with warranty.
Value $699. Sell $159.
Can deliver 866-7476
DyLashaSeniuk
Knight RiddrrlTrilllWt' Nt'it's St'r1lin'
Aries
G\1arch 21-April 20). Business
relationships may become com-
plex over the next few days.
Early Tuesday, watch for a boss
or work partner to be critical of
small errors or unexpectl'd mes-
silges. Plunetary aspects suggest
that workplace disagreements
may be easily blown out of pro--
portion. Don't be derailed; all .
pass£>squickly. Later this week,
relationships from the past may
be on your mind. After friday,
a social request from a distant
friend may demand a quick
response. ~tay alert.
Taurus
(April21-May201.
A dose friend or lover m..1Y
understand your motives morc
cleilrly this week. Planetary
movements suggest that a
stalled relationship will begin
moving fon-vard, Key issues
involve disa~re-cments with
family members or long-tenn
conflicts in lifestyle. Late
· Thursday, watch (or loved ones
to o(fer concrete solutions to
ongoing home or financial dif-
ferences. Remain open; your
proposals and re.1ctionswill be
carefully scrutinized by rela-
tives and romantic partners.
Gemini
(May21·June211.Mess"ges,
\\'ritten communications and
subtle decisions in love relation-
ships may be strong influences
over the next few days. At pre-
sent, loved ones may need to
express delicate regrets or
doubts. Remain open to unique
gestures or unusual methods of
communication. Late Friday,
